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Letter from the
Center Director
Solar cell technology, also known as photovoltaic (or PV)
technology, keeps setting new records in terms of installed
capacity, electricity costs and PV cell and module efficiencies.
Although the numbers for 2019 are still coming in, it is
clear that it was a year of large growth in installed capacity,
ensuring PV’s newfound role as a large, mainstream source
of electricity. Indeed: the annual added power production
capacity of solar power plants has exceeded the annual
additions of any other energy technology for four years in a
row. This is expected to remain the case for years to come,
as the already cost-competitive solar electricity becomes
cheaper and cheaper.
The Research Center for Sustainable Solar Cell Technology
(FME SUSOLTECH) was set up to make a difference in PV
science and technology. The center was established in
2017 and is one of a total of 11 Centers for Environmentfriendly Energy Research (FME) awarded funding from the
Research Council of Norway (RCN). It is the only FME
center with a sole focus on PV.
The most important basis for FME SUSOLTECH is the
Norwegian PV industry. Norway holds a surprisingly strong
position in manufacturing for the global PV industry, a fact
that stands in increasingly stark contrast to the situation
in the rest of Europe. The research performed in FME
SUSOLTECH is to a large extent defined and performed in
close collaboration between research groups and industry,
and builds on a long, tight and fruitful collaboration between
these actors.

The large growth in installed capacity of PV systems in
Norway continued in 2019. FME SUSOLTECH aims to
support this increasingly important segment of the PV cell
industry well into the future.
In 2019, the partners of FME SUSOLTECH were Code
Arkitektur AS, Dynatec Engineering AS, Equinor, Solenergi
FUSen AS, Glass- og Fasadeforeningen, IFE, NMBU,
Norges Bondelag, NorSun AS, Norwegian Crystals AS,
NTNU, Omsorgsbygg, PVA Crystal Growing Systems
GmbH, The Quartz Corp, REC Solar Norway AS, SINTEF,
Steuler Solar Technology AS, the University of Agder and the
University of Oslo. Combined, the partners form an active
center with unique access to world class competence and
research infrastructure.
In order to shed more light on the future opportunities
and challenges facing the domestic PV industry, FME
SUSOLTECH, in collaboration with the Norwegian Solar
Energy Cluster, started developing a roadmap for the
Norwegian PV industry towards 2030. The aim is to have
the roadmap ready in 2020.
Across the following pages, you will find a presentation of
FME SUSOLTECH and its main activities in 2019.

The main technology researched by FME SUSOLTECH is
silicon-based PV technology. The vast majority of all PV
modules produced world-wide are based on silicon. The
domestic producers of silicon feedstock, ingot and wafers,
who are all members of FME SUSOLTECH, make up an
important export-oriented industry. For these companies,
sustainability is an increasingly important factor for
competiveness, in addition to material quality and cost.

Erik Stensrud Marstein
Center Director
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What is FME SUSOLTECH?
The Research Center for Sustainable Solar Cell Technology
(FME SUSOLTECH) was started in 2017 and joins the
leading Norwegian research groups with a strong cluster
of companies from Norway and abroad. The anticipated
future growth of the solar industry will lead to huge
commercial opportunities. Norwegian companies, many
of which specialize in production of silicon materials for a
global industry, are well placed to take place in this growth.
In order to strengthen their position in a fiercely competitive
industry, new production processes combining further
reductions in costs with improved material quality are
needed. The center research targets both cost reduction
and solar cell efficiency increases by innovation along the
full value chain of production.
The center monitors the performance of solar power plants
to demonstrate the effect of materials and processes on the
overall cost and environmental footprint of solar electricity.
This activity also supports sustainable and cost-effective
growth of a growing domestic industry in installation and
operation of solar power plants. This industry will grow in
the coming years because of cost reductions and stricter
environmental regulation, particularly in buildings.

In addition to solar companies, the center also includes large
Norwegian energy companies and organizations who draw
upon the partner’s broad competence to develop entirely
new business. The resulting Center is the most important
competence and innovation platform for a growing and
broad domestic solar cell industry towards 2025.
The center is now past its initial phase and has substantial
and established activity within all work packages. 14 PhD
students and 6 post.doc candidates are today funded by
or affiliated with the center, of which 7 are women. Two
PhD candidates have completed their PhD dissertations so
far. A large part of the effort is also made by researchers in
the Center, who are increasing the amount of collaboration,
dissemination and publications. An important task for
FME SUSOLTECH is to arrange meeting places for the
Norwegian solar cell community, including the Norwegian
Solar Cell Conference (NSCC 2019) and the Solar Industry
Forum (SIF) meetings, an important arena for discussion
and development of ideas and projects.
For more information about the Center and ongoing
activities, see www.susoltech.no.

A group of participants in the Center on the roof of ASKO Vestby, home of Norway’s largest PV installation
(Photo: Jon Arne Wilhelmsen)
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Center partners
In 2019 FME SUSOLTECH had 6 Research Partners,
1 Public Partner, 1 International Partner and 11 Industry
Partners with IFE being the host institution. Together, the
Center partners span out a large part of the PV industry

value chain, from silicon feedstock production through
ingot, wafer, solar cell and module fabrication through to
design and operation of PV systems. Through its partners,
FME SUSOLTECH has access to world class expertise,
laboratory infrastructure and production capacity along the
entire value chain.

Partner list:
Research Partners

Public Partner

International Partner

Industry Partners

IFE (HOST)

Omsorgsbygg Oslo KF

PVA Crystals Growing Systems GmbH

Code arkitektur AS

NMBU

Dynatec Engineering AS

NTNU

Equinor AS

SINTEF

Glass og Fasadeforeningen

UiA

Norges Bondelag

UiO

Norsun AS
Norwegian Crystals AS
REC Solar Norway AS
Solenergi FUSen AS
Steuler Solar Technology AS
The Quartz Corp

Key personnel in FME SUSOLTECH. From the left: Deputy head, H. Haug (IFE), Leader of WP3 Dr. K Bergum (UiO), Leader of WP4,
Dr. S. E Foss (IFE), Leader of WP2 Dr. M. Juel (SINTEF), Center Director Prof. E. S. Marstein (IFE), Leader WP1 Ass. Prof. J. Safarian
(NTNU), Center Coordinator M. Estensen (IFE), Chairman of the Executive Board Dr. R. Spooren (SINTEF).
(Photo: Jon Arne Wilhelmsen)
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Center organization
The Center FME SUSOLTECH is directed by the
General Assembly and the Executive board. The Center
management team consist of the Center Director, the
Center deputy head, the Center Coordinator and four
Work Package (WP) managers are responsible for the daily
operation of the Center.
The research activities described on the previous pages is
structured into the following 4 Work Packages.
•

WP1: Sustainable silicon production

•

WP2: High performance silicon ingots and
wafers

•

WP3: High efficiency silicon solar cells and
modules

•

WP4: End use and impact

The Center organization is shown in the figure below:

General assembly

Executive board
Chairman: Dr. R. Spooren (SINTEF)

Center director
Prof. E. S. Marstein (IFE)

Deputy head
Dr. H. Haug (IFE)

Center Coordinator
M. Estensen (IFE)

Center management team

WP1:

WP2:

WP3:

WP4:

Dr. J. Safarian
(NTNU)

Dr. M. Juel
(SINTEF)

Dr. K. Bergum
(UiO)

Dr. S E. Foss
(IFE)
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Solar cells ready for characterization at the Solar laboratory at IFE
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Education and
dissemination

Norwegian Solar Cell
Conference 2019

Education and training
Education and training of candidates at M.Sc, PhD and
postdoctoral levels with relevant competence for the solar
cell industry and research community is an important
task of FME SUSOLTECH. The growing, global solar
cell community needs increasing access to competent
candidates. The first generation of PhD and post.doc
candidates is already hired and operational, and two of
these have now defended their thesis. In addition to the
planned PhD and post.doc candidates, a substantial
number of M.Sc students also perform their thesis work in
the Center. The full list of candidates performing their thesis
work in FME SUSOLTECH is found in the attachments.

The FME Center Solar United started to arrange Norwegian
Solar Cell Conference, this has now turned in to be an
established and important yearly meeting arena for the
research community in Norway, with participants from Solar
Cell companies and research institutions in Europe.

Dissemination
Renewable energy is a topic that is of very broad interest and
the subject of much public debate. Among the renewable
energy technologies, solar cell technology is emerging
as a winning technology globally. FME SUSOLTECH
plays an important role in dissemination, both by putting
important trends and movements on the agenda. The
center also supplies updated information on the role of
research in developing new solutions and industry, as well
as on the potential of solar energy to contribute greatly to a
sustainable future. Both topics are at the core of the plans
of FME SUSOLTECH and its partners. The Center is visible
in scientific journals and at international conferences, as
well as in popular media.
FME SUSOLTECH arranges selected conferences and
the Solar Industry Forum meetings to shape the agenda
in the PV community tea. With the aim of increasing
awareness, supporting domestic industry generation, as
well as improving the conditions for solar cell research,
center colleagues have given lectures and presentations
for various audiences, as well as participated in meetings
and processes, including lectures for policymakers and a
broader energy industry, and important strategy processes
like the Norwegian Energi21 and the European Energy
Research Alliance.
A list of publications from the FME SUSOLTECH in 2019 is
given in Appendix 3.

As a yearly tradition, The Norwegian Solar Cell Conference
(NSCC) 2019 was arranged in Son with more than 100
participants from the research and industry with oral and
poster presentations.
Two days filled with presentations and discussions of
recent scientific, technological and industrial development
with topics from the whole value Chain in the Center:
•

Silicon feedstock

•

New production processes

•

Ingots and wafers

•

Solar cells and module technology

•

Characterization and modeling of solar cell
materials and solar cells

•

New solar cell concepts and materials

•

End use of solar cells/PV systems

Research activities in
FME SUSOLTECH in 2019
The research in FME SUSOLTECH is a joint undertaking by
all partners and addresses important topics for the further
development of solar cell technology as a competitive
energy technology. In the following sections, a brief overview
of the main research activities within each of the four work
packages in the Center is presented. A list of the resulting
scientific and popular science presentations based on this
research is found at the end of this report.
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Work Package 1 –
Sustainable silicon
feedstock production
In Work Package 1 in FME-SUSOLTECH the research
focus is on sustainable solar silicon feedstock production
by metallurgical and chemical processes. Today, the
majority of solar silicon feedstock available in the market
is being produced through the chemical processes; the
Siemens process and Fluid Bed Reactor (FBR) process.
The metallurgical route, however, is an emerging technology
and there have been significant developments in this route
in recent years. The research in WP1 are conducted to
establish fundamental knowledge and new technologies to
produce solar grade silicon feedstock through both primary
and secondary raw materials.
The chemical route
PhD student Guro Marie Wyller defended her PhD
thesis entitled Experimental investigations of monosilane
pyrolysis on Nov. 22nd at UiO. This work was an important
contribution to the aim of the activity of understanding the
underlying chemistry of silicon production from silane gas.
Several papers were published in 2019 on the subject
based on Guro’s work. These will form the basis for further
fundamental and applied experimental work on silane
pyrolysis both within FME SUSOLTECH as well as within
other projects. During 2019 the analytical methodology and
experimental tools were further developed to reveal more of
the complex silane gas phase chemistry. Our understanding
of the higher order silanes has increased based on the use
of gas chromatography-mass spectrometry as the main
analytical tool. For more information on Guro’s work in the
Center, see selected PhD interview towards the end of this
report.
The metallurgical route
The metallurgical route for solar silicon production consumes
less energy and produces lower CO2 emissions compared
to the conventional chemical route. In our research Center
a combination of metallurgical refining techniques is used to
purify silicon, to remove boron (B) and phosphorus (P) and
metallic impurities from metallurgical grade silicon (MG-Si).
Our results in this area in 2019 indicated the effectiveness
of the alloying-leaching approach on MG-Si purification,
especially for phosphorus removal. The method using
magnesium (Mg) as an impurity getter and followed by acid
leaching was successfully developed. An analytical model
was developed to quantify the effects of critical processing
parameters and predict P removal degree and silicon
purification and its validation was tested and approved by
experimental work. Thermochemistry of Ca-Mg-Si system
was studied, and it was found that the dominant ternary
silicide exhibits a cleaner and more sustainable process
with proper kinetics, high Si recovery. The characteristics of
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the leachable silicides were studied by electron microscopy
techniques and SIMS and it was shown that P element in
low concentrations is dissolved in the silicide structure. The
recent experimental studies in the area of vacuum refining of
silicon has shown that results show the kinetic barriers are
removed for P evaporation from Si at temperatures beyond
1800 °C. The effect of aluminum (Al) presence in the melt
on the P evaporation rate have been investigated, indicating
higher rate of P removal from Si-Al melts compared to Si
melts. The obtained experimental results have been used to
further develop the existing analytical models in the field of
vacuum metallurgy from binary melts to ternary melts. The
thermochemistry of Si-Al-B-O-H system for the gas refining
of silicon with the aim of B removal has been investigated.
Finally, theoretical and experimental work was conducted
in the area of Si-kerf recycling by different techniques and
promising results were obtained through slag processes.
Dissemination
In 2019, the work in WP1 resulted in one PhD thesis and
three papers in the peer-reviewed journals: “Vacuum”,
“Journal of Separation and Purification Technology” and
“Journal of Crystal Growth “. The activities in WP1 were
presented at the 2019 AIChE Annual Meeting and at the
2019 TMS Annual Meeting. The researchers in this work
package had 3 talks at the Norwegian Solar Cell Conference
2019. An international seminar on material loss and
recycling in the whole value chain for PV silicon production
was organized at NTNU in which around 30 registered. A
two-day short course about solar silicon production was
organized at NTNU. Professor Kazuki Morita from University
of Tokyo, Japan and Professor Songsheng Zheng from
Xiamen University, China visited NTNU in autumn 2019 and
scientific meeting with the were organized.

Example of fundamental experiments within the first steps of solid
silicon formation from silane (SiH4) gas pyrolysis. The graph shows
disilane (Si2H6) concentration as a function of SiH4 inlet
concentration and reactor temperature

Top left: Diagram for the Mg alloying-leaching process. Top right: Calculated P segregation coefficient with varying Ca and Mg
addition. Bottom: MG-Si purification through Si-Mg, Si-Mg-Ca, and Si-Ca alloying-leaching process.

The comparison of the chemical methods for electronic grade silicon production (siemens and FBR)
and the metallurgical method under development in NTNU.

For more information, contact Work Package Manager
Dr. Jafar Safarian (jafar.safarian@ntnu.no)
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Work Package 2 –
High performance silicon
ingots and wafers
The material quality of silicon ingots and wafers depends
on the silicon feedstock, crucible, furnace materials and the
parameters of the crystallization process. The combination
of reduced costs and the demand for increased efficiencies
of industrial Si solar cells makes it critical to develop
sustainable and cost-effective crystallization processes
that produce silicon ingots of high quality. This can only
be done through a strong understanding of the root cause
for how harmful impurities are transported into silicon and
how defects in the material is formed as well as develop
processes which can reduce either the concentration or
effects of them. In FME SUSOLTECH this is done by a
close interaction between experimental tests, theoretical
knowledge and numerical simulations.
Development and understanding the effect of new
production processes for Czochralski (Cz) silicon and
high performance multicrystalline silicon (HPMC-Si) are
the main tasks in this work package. In addition, kerfless
Si technology which enables Si wafer production without
sawing-related material losses is also targeted.
Monocrystalline silicon
The research on monocrystalline silicon involves many
of the center partners from both research and industry
in FME SUSOLTECH. NorSun and Norwegian Crystals
both operate production facilities for this type of materials
in Norway and PVA Crystal Growing Systems and The
Quartz Corp supply important equipment and materials to
this branch. The research in FME SUSOLTECH related to
the production of monocrystalline silicon addresses key
aspects related to the Cz process for producing ingots
and wafers for solar cells with the highest efficiencies in the
industry.
The research topics include understanding the formation
of microdefects in high productivity Cz crystallization and
develop routines for limiting such defects, developing a
complete understanding of the role of the crucible in the
Cz process and using this understanding to determine the
parameters defining a good crucible, as well as solving
the problem of yield-limiting structure loss during Cz Si
production.
In 2019 we have studied how formation of oxygenrelated defects like thermal donors are influenced by
increased pull speed. This has been a cross institutional
work combing industrial competence on crystal pulling,
academic knowledge on defect formation and advance
characterization. A combination of hyperspectral

1

(P. Weiser et al. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5142476).
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photoluminescence and Fourier Transform infrared
spectroscopy was used before and after thermal treatment
on material pulled at different pull speed. In short, the results
show that the negative effect of thermal donor formation is
reduced when the pull speed is increased, and the oxygen
level decreased.
A high priority in the center is to better understand how the
quality of the crucibles influence the productivity and material
quality for production of Cz silicon ingots. In 2019 there has
been a strong focus on the relationship between quartz
sand quality and crucible properties. In close collaboration
user and research partners have investigated how the
different treatment of quartz sand influence critical quartz
glass properties such as viscosity and bubble growth. The
investigation started with small scale melting experiments
and ended up as full-scale industrial pulling test at NorSun
in November 2019.
High performance multicrystalline (HPMC) silicon
The research on HPMC silicon also involves several
Center partners with REC Solar Norway, a producer of
such materials, as a main stakeholder. The research aims
at improving the understanding and control of impurity
transport during crystallization, developing models of the
generation and effect of crystal defects and their interaction
with impurities, establishing a fundamental understanding
of how mechanical strain results in wafer breakage during
subsequent solar cell processing and developing concepts
that enable semi-continuous production of HPMC silicon.
In 2019 we had a special focus on the role of hydrogen.
It can bond with virtually everything and is therefore widely
used for reducing the harmful effects of defects and
impurities in silicon solar cells. The effects of hydrogen
introduction on the silicon quality can easily be seen, e.g.
through minority carrier lifetime measurements or through
the performance of solar cells. However, it is notoriously
difficult to study the hydrogen in bulk silicon directly.
Most applicable methods, like SIMS, GDOES, or ERDA,
simply lack the sensitivity to study the low concentrations
of hydrogen in silicon. Therefore, a method to study the
concentration of certain hydrogen complexes in silicon has
been developed in a collaboration between UiO and IFE1.
H-B, H-Ga, and H2*(C) complexes can be detected in a
silicon wafer using low temperature FTIR, when a stack of
1x1 cm2 samples are carefully processed. This method has
been used to study the concentrations of the complexes
throughout the degradation and following regeneration of
the carrier lifetime in a HPMC-Si wafer during light soaking
and illuminated annealing. The exact role and behaviour of
hydrogen in HPMC-silicon wafers during illumination and/
or heat treatment is not determined. This method does,
however, represent a much-needed tool for studying
hydrogen in bulk silicon directly.

Wafer sawing
A test rig and procedure for scratch-testing of different
diamond geometries was established at SINTEF. The effect
of diamond wear as well as wafer sawing parameters such
as pressure and speed can be investigated.
3D optical microscope image of a scratch after 100 cycles
with a 60° diamond tip

3D optical microscope image of a scratch after 100 cycles with a 60° diamond tip

Kerfless silion
In the activity related to developing a process for fabricating
Si wafers based on e-beam, the e-beam sputter at SINTEF
was successfully used to grow an epitaxial film of silicon on
to a silicon substrate.

Photoluminescence image of the carrier lifetimes in sectors
of a HPMC-Si wafer from different stages in the
degradation-regeneration cycle.

IR absorption coefficient spectra (5.0 K) for the samples corresponding to
the stages shown in figure to the left. H-B and H-Ga concentrations are
reduced during light soaking both at room temperature and at 150 °C.

For more information, contact Work Package Manager
Dr. Mari Juel (mari.juel@sintef.no)
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Work package 3 –
High efficiency silicon
solar cells and modules
WP3 has three main target areas where we aim to develop
and improve high efficiency silicon solar cell modules.
These are:
•

Improving the efficiency of the conventional
silicon solar cell.

•

Novel concept which can go beyond the
Schockley Queisser-limit.

•

Exploring and testing approaches for Building
Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV).

Improving the silicon solar cell
The solar cell process line at IFE continues to work as a
supporting activity for many different activities in the Center,
in addition to supporting work in other projects. As an
example, competence, tools and innovation developed
within the Cewnter have helped initiate an exciting new
researcher project between UiO and IFE on the use of
specially designed mini-modules of silicon solar cells
to boost the efficiency of photoelectrochemical cells for
hydrogen production2.

Silicon based tandem solar cells is a proven concept,
where one of the main challenges for commercialization
is to find suitable materials to match the performance and
scale of current PV technology. The activity at UiO focuses
on investigating candidate materials for the absorber of
the top cell in a tandem structure. Cu2O is an interesting
material due to its fitting properties – high mobility, suitable
band gap of 2.1 eV, as well as the fact that the material is
affordable, stable and abundant. The current work focuses
on understanding the origin of the apparent high defect
concentrations in Cu2O through doping and growth.
In intermediate band solar cells, the active absorber material
is designed as to include a band of electronic levels in the
band gap. Effectively the material obtains three different
band gaps that absorb solar light, and a solar cell made
from this material will reach a higher efficiency compared
to a material with only one band gap. In silicon, this means
possible utilization of light further into IR. The approach
currently investigated at NTNU is based on doping of silicon
with metals (e.g. tungsten). In 2019 tungsten implanted
silicon has been investigated and the initial results are very
interesting.

The issues with ring-shaped patterns on monocrystalline
Si wafers are well-known phenomena related to the
precipitation of oxygen. Samples with such patterns were
examined by spectroscopic methods. Results indicate
point defect-like behavior and correspond to agglomerates
of silicon self-interstitials and defect structures related to
oxygen precipitates. Carbon might be involved in the
formation of the oxygen-related defect complexes that lead
to the ring-shaped patterns in Si solar cell wafers.
Novel concepts beyond Schockley Queisser
The Schockley Queisser limit is a theoretical limit for the
maximum efficiency of a given solar cell made from a single,
two-level semiconductor material. The work on spectral
conversion, changing the solar spectrum to better fit silicon
solar cells, have focused on depositing UV absorbing
luminescent thin films on larger 10 x 10 cm2 solar glass
samples. These samples will later be used in full solar cell
test structures to investigate improvements in UV response
of the solar cell. This deposition is now being optimized for
best luminescence yields and even coverage. The final film
will be a few hundred nanometers thick. The next step is to
further develop this material into nano-composite materials
that have much higher luminescence yields.

Monocrystalline wafers after a PECVD passivation process

Luminescent thin film for photon energy conversion, deposited at UiO

2

PH2ON project, see https://www.mn.uio.no/smn/english/research/projects/chemistry/ph2on---photovoltaic-assisted-hydrogen-generation/
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Building integrated photovoltaics (BiPV)
The solar irradiation conditions in Norway are different from
countries further south in that the sun is lower on the sky
and we often have overcast sky conditions. This makes it
more feasible to integrate PV in building facades in Norway.
When solar cells are integrated in facades aesthetics
aspects become more important. Methods for assessing
facade integrated photovoltaics (FIPV) have been reviewed,
as well as state of the art design criteria for FIPV. Aesthetic
evaluation criteria for FIPVs from an architectural perspective
are being established.

Design of colored solar cells
The theoretical minimum losses associated with colored PV
modules depends mainly on the lightness of the color. In
practice however, the losses may also be highly influenced
by the production technology used to generate the color.
A Color Performance Index (CPI) given by luminous
reflectance divided by relative loss has been proposed as
a figure of merit, thus allowing for a useful comparison of
a range of commercially available modules with different
lightness.
The color angular sensitivity of existing opaque colored
PVS were tested and surface properties such as color
techniques, texture and finishing glossiness have a strong
impact on PV’s color angular sensitivity. This can be
utilized in basic design suggestions from an architectural
perspective.
A new method for modelling and production of antireflection
coatings (ARCs) for solar cells with almost any given color
have been developed and tested at IFE. The color in these
thin layers arise from interference effects in the same
way as soap bubbles or oil on water. Such a method for
producing color have a higher efficiency potential than
using colored front glass, as is most common today. The
work will continue together with architects and researchers
at NTNU and SINTEF in 2020, with the goal of prototyping
test modules with a given color palette.

Test structures for colored BIPV development

The previous success in organizing a full-day seminar in
Oslo (BiPV-dagen) on building-integrated photovoltaics in
collaboration with the Norwegian Solar Energy Cluster and
the Norwegian Solar Energy Association was repeated.
The event was held in conjunction with “Solenergidagen
2019”, joining producers, users, researchers, consultants
and other interested parties within solar energy in Norway.
A workshop on BiPV for installers, architects and other
interested parties was also arranged in Trondheim.
Transparent PV
Transparent PV makes it possible to utilize available
transparent or semi-transparent areas on facades and
rooftops. This is of particular relevance for many modern
buildings that may have large window areas. In 2019
SINTEF made a literature study on the efficiency of
transparent PV based on different solar cell technologies.
As can be expected, the efficiency is strongly correlated
with the visible light transmittance. The results show that
semi-opaque solutions based on c-Si currently give the
highest efficiency for any value of light transmittance.

For more information, contact Work Package Manager
Dr. Kristin Bergum (kristin.bergum@smn.uio.no)

Target color (top), reflected spectrum (middle)
and photograph of produced ARC film (bottom).
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Work package 4 –
End use and impact
One of the goals of the center is to understand the whole
solar energy value chain, from feedstock production to both
environmental and power performance of solar modules in
the field. The research and innovation done in the center
is always discussed in the context of how the results can
help the industry partners and have an impact on society.
The Center, through mainly Post doc Dimitra Chasanidou,
gathered a large amount of information during 2018/2019
by conducting extensive interviews of center partners as
well as other industry actors to learn how innovation is
done, how collaboration is formed and made fruitful and
how success is made internationally. Analysis is currently
ongoing while the dataset is also being expanded to other
parts of the value chain. What we wish to gain from this
study is knowledge on how to increase the success and
impact of the Norwegian solar community both abroad
and domestically. This knowledge is intended to inform the
policy dialogue on innovation within solar energy in Norway.
Work has continued preparing several more cases for the
PV map on the SuSolTech webpage. An important principle
for this map is that is should contain quality assured,
robust data to reliably inform the Norwegian public. It takes
substantial work to ensure this level of quality. Several more
systems all across Norway are expected to be implemented
in the near future.
One focus of the work in WP4 is to understand the
change in performance over time for PV systems exposed
to Norwegian climate conditions. The work by master
student Hailu Asmare Libassi at UiO/IFE showed a below
expected 0.21 % performance degradation over the time
period 2014-2017 for the studied part of the large ASKOVestby roof-top installation. Further method development
and analysis for understanding and predicting PV system
change will be studied by the newly started PhD student
Eivind Bekken Sveen (UiO/IFE).
The outdoor test station at the University of Agder has been
extended to enable monitoring of individual PV modules, a
grid-connected PV system, weather parameters and solar
radiation components and thus will give valuable data on
PV module reliability over time under Norwegian conditions.
Part of the work has consisted of the creation and testing of
a relational database to ensure data integrity and continuity
in the data collection at the University of Agder, as well as
enabling external access to data according to the open
science principle. This work is performed by PostDoc
Muhammad Bilal. Further, analysis of the performance and
degradation of silicon-based PV modules have been done.
UiA is contributing to the European network PEARL-PV
with the learning from the Center. The network provides
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contacts with the leading international experts in the field
of performance and degradation of PV systems. PEARLPV is developing an international database for sharing of
PV datasets, for the purpose of collaborative research and
knowledge building.
The University of Agder financed two PhD-students
associated with SUSOLTECH in 2019. Mr Basant Raj
Paudyal is in his PhD working with monitoring and data
collection from PV modules. Mr Oscar Kwame Segbefia
recently started his PhD and will work with the topic «Solar
cell degradation: The role of solar cell microcracks», in
collaboration with NMBU where Andreas Svarstad Flø
is co-supervising. One of the aims is to investigate the
relationship between cracks and the degradation of power
output in silicon-based PV modules.
Developing in-the-field methods for measurement and
analysis of PV systems to understand degradation
mechanisms is important complimentary activity to the
data analysis of PV system performance. PhD-fellow Marija
Vukovic at NMBU has focused on the development of a
method for band-to-band photoluminescence (BBPHL)
imaging of silicon PV-modules under sunlight illumination to
understand PV module and cell degradation mechanisms.
The method gives valuable information about module
degradation which cannot be detected with, for example,
thermal or RGB images. Master student Ingeborg Eriksdatter
Høiaas (NMBU) has supported this activity focusing on
data collection using a hyperspectral camera. Further work
focus on other camera types enabling more effective image
acquisition.
SINTEF har worked on the installation of PV modules and
measuring station (including weather station) at the roof top
of one of the central buildings at the NTNU Gløshaugen
campus. Furthermore. SINTEF and NTNU have continued
the cooperation on indoor measurements. In 2019, a
project student has been working on a new set-up for
climate chamber testing. We have refurbished the carrier
density imaging (CDI) tool to accommodate lamps and a
module stage that can be tilted, with variable illumination
conditions. A project student, Ragnhild Austreid has worked
on it together with 2 scientists from SINTEF. The results of
the work have been reported in the project thesis “Effect of
albedo on bifacial solar cell modules”.
An important driver for the Center is the value of sustainable
production of PV products. Norwegian PV material
producers, the industry partners in the Center, are the
cleanest producers of silicon feedstock and silicon ingots
and wafers for the PV industry in the world. This is currently
not valued high enough. The last year has seen activities
towards documenting and supporting the development
of policy that would give low carbon production of PV
products better market visibility and valuation. Center

BBPHL imaging of two multi-crystalline silicon modules at Campus Ås, Norway. The strength of the BBPH-signal
gives information on how well (red color) or how bad (blue color) cells are working under the operating conditions.

partners have been active in the EU process for assessing
the feasibility of applying the policy instruments Ecodesign,
Energy Label, Ecolabel and Green Public Procurement
to PV modules, inverters and systems. In addition, after
the Center organized a Sustainability Day event together
with Solenergiklyngen, a business cluster focusing on the
Norwegian PV industry and market, a process towards
developing internationally accepted environmental product
declarations for PV products to be used by the building
industry was started.

PV modules and instrumentation at the test site of University of Agder

For more information, contact Work Package Manager
Dr. Sean Erik Foss (sean.erik.foss@ife.no)
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Selected example from the
industrial partners:
Sustainable solar silicon production at
REC Solar Norway
In 2019 REC Solar Norway was hit hard by the price fall
across the whole PV value chain that started in the summer
of 2018. Production of “ready-to-wafer” blocks at Herøya
was stopped and most of the working force laid-off. Later
the same year the solar grade silicon (SoG-Si) production
in Kristiansand was also stopped, but with the aim of
starting up again in early 2020. The Herøya plant is at
present operated at a low pilot production capacity in order
to develop new process and products. 2019 therefore
became a year of repositioning for REC Solar Norway. In
2019 the concept and building phase of the world’s only
wafering fines to SoG-Si plant was conducted. The PV
industry has changed technology for cutting wafers from
SoG-Si block and are now using diamond wire technology.
However, still this removes about 1/3 of the SoG-Si from
the value chain. These silicon fines have until now either
found the way into low value usage as silicon units in metal

production or been landfilled. REC Solar has conducted
research and development on re-melting of wafering fines
from the PV value chain since 2005 and managed in 2016
/ 2017 to develop a process for the recycle of fines from
diamond wire wafering back to SoG-Si. Building of the plant
started in 2019 and the plant is now being ramped up. The
plant will receive 20 000 tons of wet filter cake from wafering
processes worldwide. The REC Solar SoG-Si process is
in itself the most energy and climate emissions efficient
process in the world. A process based on kerf recycle
closes a gap in terms of circular economy for the PV value
chain and will be even less energy demanding than the
original REC Solar process. The climate gas emissions will
be record low. A standard Siemens process for producing
SoG-Si emits 100-140 kg CO2-eq / kg. The standard REC
Solar process and the optimised circular process will have
emissions of 14 and 5 kg CO2-eq / kg, respectively! With
this process REC Solar aims to secure a world leading
cost position by expanding already established access
to existing and emerging low carbon footprint PV markets
worldwide.

The new circular process at REC has estimated 85% lower energy consumption and 96% lower carbon footprint
than the conventional Siemens process. (Text and illustration: REC Solar Norway / Ronny Gløckner)
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PhD student example:
Interview with Guro Marie Wyller,
who defended her PhD within FME
SuSolTech in 2019
Hi Guro! And congratulations with defending your
PhD! What have you been doing during these three
years?
In my PhD I have worked with purification of silicon for use
in solar cells. In order to make a solar cell you with high
efficiency we need very, very clean silicon, and getting it so
clean requires a relatively large amount of energy. There are
of course methods to do this today, but it is important to
find ways of purifying silicon that are less energy intensive,
so reduce the energy payback time for solar cells even
further. An important step in this purification is to go from a
silicon-containing gas such as silane (SiH4) to solid silicon.
By heating the silane gas, it decomposes and releases
hydrogen, in a process called pyrolysis. So, in short, my
PhD work was about obtaining a better understanding of
pyrolysis of silane, and how we can use that understanding
to develop better and less energy consuming processes to
produce highly pure silicon for solar cells.
Where did you do this work?
I have done my work on the silane laboratory at IFE,
where I have been fortunate enough to be allowed to
work with a great team of scientists and engineers. Silane
is an explosive gas and burns spontaneously in contact
with oxygen in the air, so we rely on a large and complex
infrastructure to conduct such pyrolysis experiments under
controlled conditions. My PhD has also been associated
with work package 1 in FME SUSOLTECH.

What did you find out?
Perhaps the most important thing is that we have
developed a very good measurement setup to measure
the various chemical compounds that form at the beginning
of this silane pyrolysis process, and no one has been able
to do just that before. This has been a very good toolbox
to measure and understand what is going on inside the
reactor. One important thing we found out through this
is that so-called cyclic silane molecules are important
intermediate steps on the way to solid silicon, and we think
we can use this information to adjust the reactors to, for
example, make many small silicon particles or try to avoid
making particles at all.
Who is this important for?
These results are important for the part of the industry that
works with various types of alternative silicon reactors, such
as fluidized bed reactors (FBRs). It can also be important
for new types of batteries, for example in the production
of the electrodes, which can also be made from silicon.
In the battery case, we would normally aim to make small
particles of controlled size, preferably nanoparticles, so the
reactor must be run in a different way than when we make
raw material for solar cell production.
Ok, what did you like best about doing a PhD?
I really liked that there was a lot of freedom, time and
resources to “nerd down” into the depths of a big problem.
It’s a bit like a jigsaw puzzle, and it was fun to be able to
find an old scientific paper which turns out to be useful
for what we’re trying to understand, and then have time
to put together different pieces of knowledge to find out
something new. It’s important to have enough time to dig
deep into a so-far unsolved problem in order to be able to
move further!

Did you also work with other people in
FME SUSOLTECH?
We have had regular meetings with the others in the work
package. It may have been a little difficult to work closely
with those working on metallurgical silicon purification
(mainly in Trondheim), since the two activities are a little far
apart from each other professionally, but it has been very
useful and interesting to see what others in the Center are
working on. Also, it is of course motivating to know that
there are industry partners who are interested in the work
we do.
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And on the other hand, what did you like least?
Freedom is probably what I liked both the best and the least
with PhD: You can work as much or as little as you want
all the time and you have a large responsibility for your own
progress and working towards reaching big, difficult goals,
which of course can be difficult at times. But as I said, I was
lucky to have a good team around me at IFE within this field!
Now you arrived at the finish line, what did you think about
the PhD defense?

So, what are you going to do now?
I have been fortunate enough to be allowed to continue
at IFE in a Post Doc position, where I will continue to work
with silicon and solar cell technology, but in a different place
in the value chain: material quality in ingots and wafers. I
will still have a lot to do with the FME Center, this time in
work package 2, and look forward to working with both the
research questions and the people during the next years
as well!

It was actually surprisingly fun, and I can recommend other
PhD students to look forward to their dissertation! It was of
course a lot of work to prepare for the trial lecture and the
defense, but I think it went very well. After all, the biggest
task was to finish the work in the lab and write the paper
and the thesis, so the PhD defense itself is really just a nice
price at the end.

Guro in the silane laboratory at IFE
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Appendix 1
Personnel working in the Center
Key researchers working in the Center
Name				Institution		Main research area
Alexey Koposov			

IFE			

Sustainable silicon production

Anders Steinsland		

IFE			

Sustainable silicon production

Arve Holt			

IFE			

Member of the Executive Board

Bent Thomassen			

IFE			

Sustainable silicon production

Chang You			

IFE			

High efficiency silicon solar cells and wafers

Erik Stensrud Marstein		

IFE			

Center Director

Hallvard Fjær			

IFE			

End use and impact

Josefine Selj			

IFE			

High efficiency silicon solar cells and wafers & End use and impact

Dag Lindholm			

IFE			

Sustainable silicon productionutt

Gaute Otnes			

IFE			

High efficiency silicon solar cells and wafers

Heine Riise			

IFE			

End use and impact

Junjie Zhu			

IFE			

High efficiency silicon solar cells and wafers

Hallgeir Klette			

IFE			

Sustainable silicon production

Halvard Haug			

IFE			

High efficiency silicon solar cells and wafers

Rune Søndenå			

IFE			

High performance silicon ingots and wafers

Sean Erik Foss			

IFE			

Work package manager, End use and impact

Mari Øgaard			

IFE			

High efficiency silicon solar cells and wafers & End use and impact

Marie Syre Wiig			

IFE 			

High performance silicon ingots and wafers

Marte Orderud Skare		

IFE			

Sustainable silicon production

Thomas Joel Preston		

IFE			

Sustainable silicon production by chemical processes

Ørnulf Nordseth			

IFE			

Sustainable silicon production

Lisa Kvalbein			

IFE			

End use and impact

Eva Rosenberg			

IFE			

End use and impact

Alexander Ulyashin		

SINTEF			

Kerfless-Si

Amin Shahrestani Azar		

SINTEF			

Kerfless-Si

Arne Røyset			

SINTEF			

BIPV

Bendik Sægrov-Sorte		

SINTEF			

End use

Birgit Ryningen			

SINTEF			

Multicrystalline Si

Birgitte Karlsen			

SINTEF			

Silicon production by metallurgical processes

Eivind Johannes Øvrelid		

SINTEF/NTNU		

Mono and multi Si

Gaute Stokkan			

SINTEF			

Multicrystalline Si & End Use

Irene Bragstad			

SINTEF			

Mono Si

Ingeborg Kaus			

SINTEF			

Research manager
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Name				Institution		Main research area
John Atle Bones			

SINTEF			

Monocrystalline Si

Kai Tang				

SINTEF			

Si production by metallurgical processes

Mari Juel			

SINTEF			

WP2 Manager			

Marit Synnøve S. Stange		

SINTEF			

Kerfless Si

Moez Jomaâ			

SINTEF			

Monocrystalline Si

Mohammed Mhamdi		

SINTEF			

Mono and multi Si

Paul Inge Dahl			

SINTEF			

Crucibles for mono Si

Pål Tetlie			

SINTEF			

End use

Ragnar Fagerberg		

SINTEF			

Research manager

Rudie Spooren			

SINTEF			

Member of the Executive Board

Runar Dahl-Hansen		

SINTEF			

Kerfless Si

Stein Rørvik			

SINTEF			

Characterization

Sylvain Gouttebroze		

SINTEF			

Multicrystalline silicon

Tor Olav Løveng Sunde		

SINTEF			

Kerfless Si

Tore Kolås			

SINTEF			

BIPV

Espen Olsen			

NMBU			

Silicon materials science

Ingunn Burud			

NMBU			

Image analysis

Barbara Matusiak		

NTNU			

BIPV

Fride Vullum-Bruer		

NTNU			

Silicon crystallization and defects

Espen Undheim			

NTNU				

Gabriella Tranell			

NTNU			

Solar silicon production by metallurgical processes

Jafar Safarian			

NTNU			

Work package manager: Sustainable silicon production

Marisa Di Sabatino		

NTNU			

Silicon crystallization and defects

Mari-Ann Einarsrud		

NTNU 			

Silicon crystallization and defects

Randi Holmestad			

NTNU			

Intermediate band cells

Turid Reenaas			

NTNU			

Intermediate band cells

Anne Gerd Imenes		
UiA			
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PV performance, field testing, monitoring, irradiation 			
measurements, system analysis and end use, BIPV

Name				Institution		Main research area
Tor Oskar Sætre			

UiA			

Silicon material, crystallization, electron microscopy

Alexander Azarov			

UiO			

Impurity analysis in solar silicon by SIMS

Andrei Kuznetsov		

UiO			

Wafer texturing

Dovile Meskauskaite		

UiO			

Oxygen rings in silicon

Edouard Monakhov		

UiO			

Oxide-based tandem solar cells

Jens Hanson			

UiO			

Strategies for Norwegian Solar Cell Industry

Kristin Bergum			
UiO			
Work package manager: High efficiency silicon solar cells and
							wafers
Ola Nilsen			

UiO			

Photon conversion

Per-Anders Hansen		

UiO			

Photon conversion

Postdoctoral researchers with financial support from the Center budget
Name				Nationality
Dimitra Chasanidou		
Greek		
end use

Period		Sex M/F
18´05-21´05
F		

Topic
Analysis of innovation system and

Phillip Weiser			

USA		

17’08-19’07

M		

Oxygen complexes in Si

Øyvind Sunde Sortland		

Norwegian

17´07-19´06

M		

Mono Si

Mohammed Bilal			
Pakistani
18´10-20´09
M		
PV performance, field testing,
monitoring, 									system analysis
Maria Tsouri			

Greek		

18´01-21´01

F		

Social network analysis of PV R&D

Post.docs working on projects in the Center with financial support from other
sources
Name				Nationality
Period		Sex M/F
Topic 		
Guro Marie Wyller		
Norwegian
19´11-21´10
F		
High performance silicon 		
										ingots and wafers
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PhD students with financial support from the Center budget
Name				Nationality

Period		Sex M/F

Topic

Marija Vukovic			

18’08-21’08

Spectral imaging of

Croatian		

F 		

			

										degradation in solar panels
Mengyi Zhu			
Chinese		
17´08-20´07
M 		
Silicon purification by acid 		
										
leaching and slag refining 			
										techniques
Martin Nyborg			

Norwegian

17’08-20’07

M		

Oxide-based tandem cells

Hogne Lysne			

Norwegian

17´08-21´07

M		

Intermediate band cells

Chaniying Xiang			

Chinese		

18’09-21’09

M		

BIPV architectural issues

Sigurd Grøver			

Norwegian

18’08-21’08

M 		

Spectral PL in silicon Wafers

Eivind Bekken Sveen		

Norwegian

19’08-22’08

M		

End use and Impact

Vegard Rønning			

Norwegian

19’05-22’04

M		

Photon conversion

Azam Rasouli

Iranian

19’09-22’08

F

Silicon production by

		

		
Amalie Berg			

Norwegian

19’11-22’11

F		

metallothermic reduction
Spectral PL in silicon Wafers

PhD students working on projects in the Center with financial
support from other sources
Name				Nationality

Period		Sex M/F

Topic

			

Arman Hoseinpur
		
Iranian
17´08-20´07
M
Purification of solar grade 			
										silicon via the gas and vacuum 		
										
refining processes
Basant Raj Paudyal
		
Nepal		
18´01-21´01
M		
Monitoring the Performance and 		
										Degradation of Solar PV Systems
Guro Marie Wyller			

Norwegian

15´08-19´08*

F		

Understanding the thermal

										decomposition of silane for
										solar grade silicon production
Oscar Kwame Segbefia		

Ghana		

19´05-22´05

M		

Solar Cell Degradation: defect

										analysis and mitigation schemes
* Defence of PhD thesis in 2019
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Master students
Name				Sex M/F

Topic					Supervisor

Amalie Berg			

Temperature dependent photo-		

F		

Halvard Haug

						luminescence imaging of charge carrier
						lifetime in multi-crystalline Si wafers
Elin Dypvik Sørdahl		

F		

Materials for tandem solar cells		

Kristin Bergum

Helene Stalheim			

F 		

Spectral PL in silicon wafers		

Ingunn Burud

Ingeborg Høiaas			

F		

Degradation effects in solar cells 		

Ingunn Burud

						studied with spectral imaging
Ingvil Bergsbak			

F		

Simulations of tandem solar cells		

Halvard Haug, Kristin Bergum

Kjetil Karlsen			

M		

Oxide-based tandem			

E. Monakhov, K. Bergum

Linn Tabita Milde F		

F		

A study of the performance of two wall

Espen Olsen

						

attached PV systems in a Nordic climate

Magnus Johansen		

M		

Materials for tandem solar cells		

Kristin Bergum

Markus J. B. Ristola		

M		

Preliminary studies of W-implanted Si

Holmestad, Reenaas, di

						Sabatino, Lysne
Hailu Asmare Libassie		

M		

PV Installation System: Analysis of 		

Terje Finstad/Josefine Selj

						Performance and Degradation
						Mechanisms
Aksel Pettersen			

M		

The performance of household 		

Espen Olsen/Josefine Selj

						

PV systems in Southeastern Norway

Osama Zariouh 			

M		

Tandem cells				

E. Monakhov, K. Bergum

Tsz C. Daniel Cheung 		

M		

Quartz sand for Cz crucibles		

Kjell Wiik

Nathan Roosloot			

M		

Optimixation of colored antireflection

Albert Pullman, Erik Marstein,

						

coatings for silicon solar cells		

Halvard Haug

Camilla Lie			

Power Prediction of Photovoltaic 		

Sathyajith Mathew, Joao

System using Neuyral Network Models.

Leal, Anne Gerd Imenes

F		
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Appendix 2
Publication list 2019
The activities have resulted in the following public information about research
(articles, books, exhibition):
1.

Solceller blir mest sannsynlig fremtidens viktigste energikilde, men kommer de fort nok til å redde oss? Halvard Haug, Tidsskriftet
Naturfag, utgave 1 2019

2.

Smarte hus om solcellekraftverk, kapittel i Det nye digitale Norge, Erik. S. Marstein, John Grieg Forlag 2019

The activities have resulted in the following presentation in mass media:
1.

Flytende solcellekraftverk, E.S. Marstein, NRK Alltid Nyheter 10/5 2019

2.

Maner til tettere samarbeid om solenergi i Norge, E.S. Marstein, TU.no 21/5 2019

3.

Vil bygge verdens grønneste solpark, E.S. Marstein, Energi 04/19

4.

Solenergi mer konkurransedyktig enn noensinne, E.S. Marstein, Kapital 12/6 2019

5.

REC revolusjonerer silisiumproduksjonen. Kutter kostnader, utslipp og energiforbruk. E.S. Marstein, TU.no 27/6 2019

6.

Sol må gå fra kakepynt til industri, E.S. Marstein, Teknisk Ukeblad (trykt utgave) 27/8 2019

7.

Disse solcellene kan revolusjonere solenergibransjen, E.S. Marstein, TU.no 30/9 2019

8.

Forsker: Solenergi hindres av proprietære løsninger, krav til konsesjoner og uklare mål. E.S. Marstein, TU.no 14/10 2019

9.

REC tar i bruk ny teknologi i solceller. Slår alle rekorder i effekt, E.S. Marstein, TU.no 18.10.2019

10.

REC kan ha funnet løsningen på solindustriens avfallsproblem, E.S. Marstein, TU.no 31.10 2019

11.

Lite kontroversielt og enkelt å integrere: Solenergi kan erstatte all vindkraften det er gitt konsesjon til i dag, E.S. Marstein TU.no
08.1 2019

The activities have resulted in report, lecture, articles, presentations in meetings/
conferences for public sector, business, and industry:
1.

Research on solar silicon feedstock in the Norwegian solar community, Jafar Safarian, Int. seminar on material loss and recycling in
the whole value chain for PV silicon production and use, 2019

2.

Kinetics of P removal from Si-Al melts, Arma Hoseinpur, NSCC 2019

3.

Elements behavior in solidification of Mg-doped silicon and their removal in acid leaching, Mengyi Zhu, NSCC 2019

4.

Structure Loss in Czochralski Silicon Growth: Statistical Analysis of Growth Parameters and Modeling of Thermal Fluctuations,
Øyvind S. Sortland, NSCC 2019

5.

Statistical analysis of growth parameters and structure loss in Czochralski silicon production, Øyvind S. Sortland, Eivind J. Øvrelid,
Mohammed M’Hamdi, Hendrik Schön, and Marisa Di Sabatino, Norsun 17/1-19

6.

Gas refining for boron removal from silicon, Øyvind S. Sortland, Foredrag i kurset Theory and Processes for Solar Grade Silicon
Production, 16-17/10-19

7.

Monocrystalline silicon material quality loss and recycling in Czochralski process, Øyvind S. Sortland, Presentasjon i seminaret
Material loss and recycling in the whole value chain for PV silicon production and use, 18/10-19
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8.

Simulation of Impurities diffusion and precipitation during wafer heat treatment, Mohammed M’Hamdi, S. Gouttebroze, NSCC
2019

9.

Production and characterization of fused silica for Czochralski process, T.C. Daniel Cheung, Astrid Marie Muggerudm Kjell Wiik,
Paul Inge Dahl, John Atle Bones, NSCC 2019

10.

Light sensitive defects in p-type high performance multicrystalline silicon wafers, Rune Søndenå, NSCC 2019

11.

How can we do defect defective work by investigating the trouble they make? - PL-based lifetime spectroscopy with high spatial
resolution, Halvard Haug, NSCC 2019

12.

High Rate Deposition of Epitaxial Silicon by E-beam, Marit Stange, NSCC 2019

13.

Detecting oxygen related defects such as thermal donors in Czochralski silicon cross-sections using, Helene Stalheim, Ingunn
Burud, Espen Olsen, Torbjørn Mehl, NSCC 2019

14.

Identifying recombination centers in Silicon by lifetime spectroscopy, Marie Syre Wiig, and Rune Søndenå, Erik S. Marstein and
Halvard Haug, NSCC 2019

15.

Silicon-based tandem solar cells, Kristin Bergum, NSCC 2019

16.

Lithium Doped reactive Magnetron Sputtered Cu2O Thin Films, Martin Nyborg, NSCC 2019

17.

Efficiency of colored and transparent PV, Tore Koslås, Integrated Solar Solutions Conference, 2019

18.

Tungsten doped silicon for intermediate band solar cells, Hogne Lysne, Markus Ristola, Jørgen Sørhaug , Marisa Di Sabatino, Randi
Holmestad and Turid Reenaas, NSCC 2019

19.

A comparative analysis of wall-mounted mc-Si and CIGS modules, Gaute Otnes, NSCC 2019

20.

The innovation system for solar photovoltaics in Norway: the role of knowledge development and policy, Dimitra Chasanidou &
Jens Hanson, NSCC 2019

21.

The creation of a website for Norwegian PV plants, Lisa Kvalbein, NSCC 2019

22.

Accelerated ageing of PV-module interconnects, Gaute Otnes, NSCC 2019

23.

Outdoor monitoring of spectral irradiance for PV module performance testing, Basant Raj Paudyal, Anne Gerd Imenes, NSCC 2019

24.

Muligheter og utfordringer knyttet til Bygningsintegrerte solceller (BiPV) i Norge i 2018 Report, Lisa Kvalbein, Erik Stensrud
Marstein, Tore Kolås, Bjørn Petter Jelle, Josefine Selj, Sean Erik Foss, Trine Kopstad Berentsen, Barbro Nordby, Inger Strand,
Ragnhild Bjelland-Hanley,

25.

Monitoring of temperature related behaviour of a BIPV solar roof in Trøndelag, Gaute Stokkan, Eivind Øvrelid, Bendik SægrovSorte. NSCC 2019

26.

High purity quartz for high quality solar crucibles, Astrid Marie Muggerud, NSCC 2019

27.

Effect of silicon alloying on P removal kinetics in vacuum refining, Arman Hoseinpur, NSCC 2019

28.

Hyperspectral Photoluminescence imaging as a tool to study degradation of outdoor Silicon solar panels, Marija Vukovik, NSCC
2019

29.

Goal of the crucible activity in FME Susoltech, Mari Juel, Solar Industry Forum VI Crucibles for Cz-Si Production, 29. Aug, 2019

30.

Overview of Mater Thesis on Crucibles at NTNU, Marisa Di Sabationo, Mari Juel, Solar Industry Forum VI Crucibles for Cz-Si
Production, 29. Aug, 2019

31.

Effect of humidity and viscosity on fused silica, Tsz Chung Daniel Cheung, Solar Industry Forum VI Crucibles for Cz-Si Production,
29. Aug, 2019

32.

A model for bubble growth in Cz crucible, Mohammed M’Hamdi, Solar Industry Forum VI Crucibles for Cz-Si Production, 29. Aug,
2019

33.

Degradation behaviour of a Norwegian PV plant, Hailu Asmare Libassie, NSCC 2019
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34.

Multi-crystalline Silicon Module Degradation Analysis Using Operational Data Under Norwegian Climatic Conditions, Hailu Asmare
Libassie, NSCC 2019

35.

Silicon doped with ultra-high doping concentrations of tungsten for intermediate band solar cells, Hogne Lysne, Markus Ristola,
Jørgen Sørhaug, Marisa Di Sabatino, Randi Holmestad og Turid Reenaas, NSCC 2019

36.

TEM characterization of tungsten implanted silicon for intermediate band solar cells, Jørgen Sørhaug, Hogne Lysne, Markus J.
B.Ristola,Marisa Di Sabatino,Turid Reenaas and Randi Holmestad, NSCC 2019

37.

The effect of system design on PV performance, Aksel Pettersen, Mari B. Øgaard, Helene B.Tømmerbakke, Josefine H. Selj and
Espen Olsen, NSCC 2019

38.

PV: From concept to large scale industry – Technology trends and opportunities for Norwegian companies, Erik S. Marstein,
Invitert foredrag Smart Energy Network 28/11, Oslo 2019

The activities have resulted in the following publications in refereed journals:
1.

Demonstration of a millimeter scale reactor combined with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry for mapping higher order
silane formation during monosilane pyrolysis, Guro Marie Wyller, Thomas J. Preston, Marte O. Skare, Anjitha S.G., Erik S. Marstein,
Journal of Crystal Growth, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcrysgro.2019.125305

2.

Investigation of the Grain Boundary Character and Dislocation Density of Different Types of High Performance Multicrystalline
Silicon, Gaute Stokkan, Adolphus Song, Birgit Ryningen, Crystals, p341, 8 (9)/2018, https://doi.org/10.3390/cryst8090341

3.

Evolution of the light sensitive defects in high performance multicrystalline silicon wafers, Rune Søndenå and Marie Syre Wiig, J.
Appl. Phys. 085701-1-7, 125/-/2019,0021-8979,10.1063/1.5079496

4.

Investigation of pinholes in Czochralski silicon ingots in relation to structure loss, Ø. S. Sortland, E. J. Øvrelid, M. M’Hamdi, M Di
Sabatino, J. Cryst. Growth, p1-6,510(15), 1-6, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcrysgro.2019.01.005

5.

Bubble distribution in fused quartz crucibles studied by Micro X-Ray Computational Tomography. Comparing 2D and 3D analysis,
O. Paulsen, S. Rørvik, A.M. Muggerud, M. Juel, J. Cryst. Growth, p96-104,520/-/2019, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.jcrysgro.2019.05.002

6.

Mechanisms of graphite crucible degradation in contact with Si–Al melts at high temperatures and vacuum conditions, Arman
Hosseinpur, J. Safarian, Journal of Vacuum,https://doi.org/10.1016/j.vacuum.2019.108993

7.

Combination of a millimeter scale reactor and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry for mapping higher order silane formation
during monosilane pyrolysis, GM Wyller, TJ Preston, SG Anjitha, MO Skare, ES Marstein, Journal of Crystal Growth, https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jcrysgro.2019.125305 2019

8.

Kinetic study of vacuum evaporation of elements from ternary melts; case of dilute solution of P in Si-Al melts, Arman Hosseinpur,
kai Tang, Jafar Safarian, Separation and Purification Technology, 1383-5866

9.

Colored Building Integrated Photovoltaics: Influence on Energy Efficiency”, Arne Røyset, Tore Kolås, Bjørn Petter Jelle, Energy and
Buildings, 109623, 2019, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378778819322091?via%3Dihub#!

10.

Increased sensitivity in near infrared hyperspectral imaging by enhanced background noise subtraction, Torbjørn Mehl,
Guro Marie Wyller, Ingunn Burud, Espen Olsen. Journal of Spectral Imaging, Vol 8, Article ID a2, 2019
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The activities have resulted in the following published presentations from international scientific conferences:
1.

Investigating Defect States in Crystalline Silicon with Temperature and Injection Dependent Lifetime Spectroscopy, M. Syre Wiig, R.
Søndenå, E.S. Marstein, H. Haug, 36th European Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition, p2AO.4.2,
2019,3-936338-60-4,10.4229/EUPVSEC20192019-2AO.4.2

2.

Statistical analysis of structure loss in Czochralski silicon growth, Øyvind S. Sortland, Moez Jomâa, Mohammed M’Hamdi,
Eivind J. Øvrelid, and Marisa Di Sabatino, SiliconPV 2019, THE 9TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CRYSTALLINE SILICON
PHOTOVOLTAICS, AIP Conference Proceedings, p100002,2147,978-0-7354-1892-9, American Institute of Physics (AIP),
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5123875

3.

Solar silicon production through metallurgical route and REC Solar advancements, Adrian Murgau, Jafar Safarian, Silicon for the
chemical and solar industry XIV, Svolvær, Norway, June 11-14, June 2018, pp. 183-192.

4.

Effects of Magnesium-doping on silicon leaching for solar grade feedstock production, Mengyi Zhu, Adrian Murgau, Jafar Safarian,
EUPVSEC Proceedings, p 465 – 468, 35th European Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition, Brussels, 24-28 Sept.
2018, ISBN: 3-936338-50-7

5.

Phosphorus removal from Al doped Si by vacuum refining, Arman Hsoeinpur, Jafar Safarian, EUPVSEC Proceedings, p 469 –
472,35th European Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference and Exhibition, Brussels, 24-28 Sept. 2018,
10.4229/35thEUPVSEC20182018-2AV.1.4

6.

Exploration of Si-Based Precursor Pyrolysis with Theoretical and Experimental Studies of Semiconducting Nanomaterial
Properties, Y Choi, AS Geetha, C Martin, GM Wyller, TJ Preston, AJ Adamczyk, 2019 AIChE Annual Meeting, 2019

7.

Diving Deep – Silane pyrolysis chemistry to enable new silicon-refining reactor technologies, GM Wyller, Anjitha SG, MO Skare,
H Klette, and TJ Preston, TMS Annual Meeting 2019

8.

Study of changes in PL spectrum from defects in PERC solar cells with respect to LeTID, Torbjørn Mehl, Tabea Luka,
Dominik Lausch, Ingunn Burud, and Espen Olsen, AIP Conference Proceedings 2147, 020008, 2019

The activities have resulted in the following reports, lecture, presentation at
technical meetings:
1.

Solar silicon production by mectallurgical processes, Jafar Safarian, Meeting with University of Tokyo, 2019

2.

Solar research in FME-SUSOLTECH, Jafar Safarian, Meeting with Xiamen University, 2019

3.

Enhanced phosphorus separation from acid leaching of Mg alloyed metallurgical-grade silicon, Mengyi Zhu, NTNU 15/11 2019

4.

Li Doped DC Magnetron Sputtered Cu2O Thin Films, M. Nyborg, K. Bergum, E. Monakhov, Nordic Nanolab user meeting (NNUM),
Poster 2019

The activities have resulted in the following communication effort for relevant
target group:
1.

Morgendagens solceller – utstyr og materialer, Hogne Lysne, Abel-finalen, omvisning på Institutt for fysikk, 6. mars 2019,
https://abelkonkurransen.no/nb/

2.

Morgendagens solceller – utstyr og materialer, Hogne Lysne, Åpen dag på NTNU, 20. mars 2019,
https://www.ntnu.no/moetntnu/apendag

3.

Kunnskapsløftet - fra kvantesprang til fotballtipping, Hogne Lysne, Teknologiuka for jenter 2019, 8. og 9. november 2019,
https://www.ntnu.no/jenter/teknologiuka

4.

Ode til Silisum, Halvard Haug, Forskningsdagene, Science Slam 2019
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Scientific/scholarly publications (monograps publications)- Master/PhD thesis:
1.

Experimental investigations of monosilane pyrolysis, Guro Marie Wyller, p205, 2019, ISSN 1501-7710,
Forlag Faculy of Matemathics and Natural Sciences, PhD thesis IFE/UiO

2.

Power Prediction of Photovoltaic System using Neuyral Network Models. Camilla Lie, M.Sc, UiA
https://uia.brage.unit.no/uia-xmlui/handle/11250/2622441?locale-attribute=no

3.

PV Installation System: Analysis of Performance and Degradation Mechanisms, Hailu Asmare Libassie, M.Sc thesis IFE/UiO

4.

The performance of household PV systems in Southeastern Norway, Aksel Pettersen, M.Sc thesis,IFE/NMBU

5.

Hyperspectral photoluminescence of thermal donors in two Czochralski crystals pulled at different velocities,
Helene Stalheim, M.Sc, NMBU, May 2019.

6.

The Relationship between Hydroxyl Content and Viscosity of Fused Silica for CZocralski Process, T.C.
Daniel Cheung, M.Sc, NTNU, June 2019.

7.

Temperature and injection dependent photoluminescence imaging of charge carrier lifetime in multicrystalline silicon wafers
Amalie Berg, M.Sc, IFE/UiO, June 2019.

8.

Hyperspectral imaging as a tool to study solar induced photoluminescence from PV modules,
Ingeborg E. Høiaas, M.Sc, NMBU, May 2019

9.

Characterization of Li doped, magnetron sputtered Cu2O thin ﬁlms, Kjetil Karlsen, M.Sc thesis, UiO, 2019
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Appendix 3

Statement of Accounts
(All figures in 1000 NOK)

Funding
Funding source Amount

Amount

The Research Council

15633

The Host Institution, IFE

7423

Research Partners*
Industry partners*

11763
9216

Public partners*

285

Total Founding

44320

Costs
Cost element

Amount

The Host Institution, IFE

11225

Research Partners

21996

Industry partners
Public partners
Equipment
Total Costs

9032
285
1782
44320

*Give names for each group of partners
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Center partners

Contact information - Center Management
Contact person: Erik Stensrud Marstein
		
(Center Director)
Tel: 		
(+47) 90 11 77 62
E-mail:		
erik.stensrud.marstein@ife.no
		
www.susoltech.no

Address: The Research Center for Sustainable
Solar Cell Technology
IFE
Instituttveien 18
NO-2007 Kjeller, NORWAY

